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Keep on smiling lyrics

Blackberry Smoke Lyrics Keep On Smiling Well you say you've got blues You have to hold up both your shoes, yes feel lonely and confused you have to keep on smilin 'Just keep on smilin'Say you're 'about to go crazy because someone playin' games with your mind and they that they that you're guilty all have to keep on
smilin', no , Don't Keep on smilin 'Keep on smilin' through the rain Laughin' on the pain of Rollin' with the changes While the sun comes out again you have to keep on smilin 'through the rain Laughin' on the pain of Rollin's with the changes Keep on singin', singin' with your friends Well, you singin' in honky tonk there not,
because I'm too busy drinkin, in any case you have to keep on the singin', you have to keep the land. I'm going to settle change from urban boy to calm country man, I'm going to try to build my life with my hands and just keep on smilin', yes keep on smilin 'Keep on smilin' through the rain Laughin' on, on the pain, on the
pain of Rollin's changes until the sun comes out again you have to keep on smilin 'through the rain Laughin' on the pain, pain, pain you just hangin' there at the local bar and you wonderin' Who the hell are you ex? Are you an ex? Smile through rain Laughter on the pain Roll with the changes until the sun comes out again
You have to keep on smilin 'through the rain Laughin' on the pain, on the pain Of Rollin's changes Just keep on singin' 'Keep on smilin' (smilin') Smilin' (smilin') Lafin' (laughs') Laughin' (laughs)) Rollin' ()) Rollin' ()) Rollin' all and smilin' (smilin') Smilin' (smilin') Lafin' (laughin') Rollin' (rollin') Keep rollin' (rollin') Keep on smilin'
(smilin') Smilin' (smilin') Laughin' (laughs) Keep smiling... Keep smiling, the best is there for you, just go straight and take a few I know the little town of Shanti. Where people gather round... Singing, dancing all the way like happy kids to play. Just watch people dance. Melodies from their guitars, Leave you just looking at
the stars hey, sing, haha! Keep smiling... Keep smiling... Keep smiling. The best thing out there for you is just go straight and take a few Hahaha! Everybody sings! Keep smiling... Keep smiling... Keep smiling. The best is there for you, just go out and take a few We have to enjoy the best of life and be happy, do not strive
for tomorrow never comes So go out there and beat the drums The best waits there for you is simple. go straight out and take a few there millions of stars above, they shine down on your love hey, hahaha Keep smiling... Keep smiling... Keep smiling. The best thing out there for you is just go out and take a few more
now! Keep smiling Keep smiling The best is for you, just go straight and take a few Well you say you've got the blues, there are holes in both your shoes, Feelin's one and confused, you have to keep on smilin', keep on smilin 'yes, you're going to go crazy,' because your woman is playing games and she says you're to
blame You have to keep on smilin ', keep on smilin 'Keep on smilin' through the rain, laughin'on the pain of Rollin's with changes 'until the suction comes out again Hold on smilin' through the rain, laughin' on Rollin's pain with the changes, singi'n this refrain Singin' in the honky tonk cafe, No one, you have to keep on
smilin', brother keep on smilin' You say you found a piece of land going to change from urban boy to earthling Try to build your life with your hands you have to keep on smilin' Keep on smilin 'through the rain, laugh 'on the pain Rollin' with the changes before the sun comes out again Keep on smilin 'through the rain,
laughin' on Rollin's pain's changes, singi'n this refrain you just hang 'in the local bar and you wonder who the hell you're a farmer or are you a star?' Keep on smilin 'through the rain, laughin' on the pain of Rollin's changes until the sun comes out again Keep on smilin 'through the rain, laughin' on the pain of Rollin's
changes, singi'n this refrain Keep smiling Keep smiling at the best there is for you to just go straight and take a few I know a little Shanty City where people are going to play Just look at people like you're dancing. that they are in a trance tunes from their guitars Leave you just looking at the stars Hold on Smiling Keep on
Smile Hold on Smiling The best thing is for you Just go straight and take a fewKeep on smiling Keep on smile Keep on smile The best thing is for you to just go straight and take a few I know a little Shanty Town where people are going around singing dancing all the way As happy kids to play Just look at people as they
dance you think they are in a trance tunes from their guitars Leave you just looking at the stars Keep smiling Keep on smiling Keep on smiling The best thing is for you just to go straight and take a few Hold on smile Keep smiling Keep on smiling The best thing out there for you just go straight and take a few and take a
few
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